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01. That Which We Have Lost and Forgotten
02. Estavius

03. Enter the Woods
04. We Dream of Booty!

05. Sisters of Snow Dissent
06. Journey to the East
07. Travels to the North

08. Nebula
09. z0mg \/ICT0RY!! ^o^

10. Wings
11. You'll Never Guess This!

12. Heroes March
13. Acruta Lao D'nor

14. DiVINe MaDNEss
15. Kick S. Beats

16. Rave V2
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17. Game Over...
18. Sisters of Snow Assent [unused track]

19. The Pianist's Revelment [unused track]
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simply amazing! A concept that really stands out and deserves attention.
i've played the online game and tested the warp demo and i can tell there's been progress. unfortenately, only the graphics are
getting better, in my opinion, the gameplay has to be further developped to bring out the full potential we have here. the price is
also too high for what it is right now, but i remain confident that the game will only get better from here.

now for the content itself, the swiftness and flow of your ship from a "bubble" to another makes you feel free like flying
(yeah, seems clich\u00e9 but is true) yet, while being limited in space to move in. the controls come naturally, but at first can be
confusing.

so its a great game! play it!. If you're looking for a fun and addicting puzzle game to keep yourself entertained during downtime,
this is it. Seriously! I like the way this is designed and the developer has done a great job with physics here. Everything on the
board has an affect on the ball. Magnets have an increased affect the closer you get to them, sand slows you down, the ball
bounces off medal corners faster than it does the wood that it decorates, and the list goes on. If you like puzzle games, you'll like
this one.. This "Season Pass" does not contain all DLC - there is additional DLC that you also need to pay for.. This game is
really fun and satisfying, Most of the negative reviews are coming from the steep learning curve but once you pay off your debts
and start unlocking tech the game gets great.. This game was quite unknown to me and probably is to most people. It's a game
released in 2009 by Blue Omega Entertainment and published by a bit more known company, Codemasters. Damnation is an
Gears of War style game where you proceed in a linear environment and shoot people from behind cover. You regenerate health
to recover and you have your sidekicks whom you also must keep alive. You can carry 3 weapons and different kinda cartridge
based weapons is given for you right from the start already.

The start is completely weird, you have this guy in some cave who starts telling a story and soon you're being showcased some
war at bridge without really knowing what time it's set in, why they attacked and most importantly.. when your team arrives..
why they arrive, who they are and where the heck they came from? This game doesn't explain alot of the reasons it also doesn't
seem that interesting either. Forexample on this bridge scene there ends up being some guy who slaughters armed men with a
sword because for some reason after these guys see how their fellow soldiers were just killed in closecombat, instead of them
just shooting the sword guy from distance, they decide it's a good idea to confront this guy and go and die :D Alotta stuff in this
game really makes no sense.

The game offers platforming, faster running and in general more agile character when compared to GoW. This is also where
things start to go wrong. Reason Gears of War gameplay succeeds, is because it focuses on only one aspect, covershooting and
all the effort was put on that aspect only. Damnation tries to do alot of things without really excelling on anything. Forexample
the platforming feels very clunky and just bad because the controls aren't really suited for that kinda gameplay because they're
tanky and yet at the sametime somehow also still overly sensitive. In Tomb Raider when you turn, it doens't instantly turn, in
Damnation your character does instantly a 90degree turn and this makes very confusing to control your character on some very
narrow space. Gunplay feels also bad because the character's handling just totally doesn't fit for a shooter kinda game because it
also was balanced for the platforming style but apparently the movement doesn't really work that well with either gameplay
style. So you are left with a goofy game that feels cheaply made.

The game is a very much handhold game. It heavily holds one's hand because if you don't do some act your sidekicks tell you to
do (ie. shoot this object), they just do it themselves then. Aka game plays itself. Map design is also very non-challenging
because everything is just so obvious and completely linear. Enemy AI isn't also good because sometimes they just stay still
looking at you without taking any actions against you, so you'll just have to end their life because you can't stand looking at that
brainless enemy.

Now some of the good things.. This runs on Unreal Engine 3 and due to that, it's also very configurable thanks to the .ini files
and because it's an UE3 game it also runs pretty well. As a aesthetic style choice, this game had potential kinda because it tried
some weird steampunk cowboy thing and from what I know.. that kinda stuff hasn't really been done.

Main menu works pretty well and loading screens are fast. But then you have this audio side of it.. when characters speak, it
sounds as if it was said up in the space. Aka there is absolutely no spatialization. The voices totally do not react to environment
in anyways (no echo, no reverbation..) they just come and disappear, sounds really odd. I tried to see if that thing would be fixed
if you use hardware accelerated audio and so I switched from the .ini file the game to use OpenAL API but that didnt' fix
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anything. The game still suffered from the horrible environmental audio where the panning\/location of sound also was still
completely off. Forexample if you stood right next to your sidekick, on leftside of her, the sound would come from the
backright instead of from just right. Like wtf?

Visuals aren't also that impressive because as I soon noticed, the overly bloom and postprocess filled world was put for a reason.
So that you cannot see the dated look of it. Once you disable those effects from the config, the game ends up looking really
barebones. You see all the low res textures that the background environment has and also the actual area where you play doesnt'
look that nice either.

Not recommended even from a sale because nothing in this game feels good, nothing.
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very fun arcade style game 8.5\/10. 9p? Who wouldn't?. The graphics have improved considerably since the previous episode
and it is one of the most interesting story in the series. However, the controls are just as clunky if not worse. I have actually ran
into game-breaking issues when the character was stuck and I had to reload a previous save. To avoid this, save often!!! Other
than that, I would recommend it.. Fun game. Build, fight and survive. Made by the creator of diablo and diablo 2.. I loved this
game in the early 90s and I'm glad to say it holds up really well.

Secret Agent is a basic puzzle\/platformer that's all-around really solid. Your moveset is limited: You can run at one speed,
jump, and shoot. Despite these limitations, the controls are very responsive and your protagonist is pretty easy to control. You
can stop on a dime, even in mid-air. Your jump is also always the same height so you learn pretty quickly to recognize out-of
reach ledges and collectibles.

What really makes Secret Agent shine is its great design. The level design gets deviously trickier as you progress, pushing your
mastery of the simple controls to its limits. The point in every level is the same: To escape by finding and blowing up an exit. To
do that you'll usually need to find some dynamite, collect keys to unlock color-coded doors, find a floppy disk and use it in a PC
to deactivate laser fields, and sometimes find glasses that make new platforms visible. Besides that, many levels have optional
objectives to net you more points. The letters S, P and Y offer 100 points each, and en extra 10,000 points if you collect them in
order. There are out-of-the-way satellite dishes you can destroy for 5K. There are hidden money bags you can trigger by
jumping in certain areas. You get a 25K bonus for beating the level without getting hit. All of this adds a surprising amount of
depth to the game. You can play it like an arcade twitch game and just try to find the quickest path to the exit, or you can try to
maximize your score by thoroughly exploring the level and seeking out all its secrets. Should you risk taking a hit and missing
out on the 25K bonus in order to backtrack to a satellite dish? Shoulld you use 5 bullets on a relatively easy-to-avoid enemy or
save the bullets for a future stage where you might need them more?

The graphics, though incredibly basic by today's standards, are absolutely packed with charm and awesome details. The
background elements include a security cabinet with an animated view of a camera looking down a hallway, armories stacked
with crates and various (decorative) weaponry, and even lived-in touches like pool tables and steaming coffee cups. The brick
wall tilesets include convincing shadows when a ceiling light shines down on a floating platform. Everything looks very clean
and recognizable and is pleasing to the eye. The sounds are sparse and, though limited to PC speaker, are still quite charming.

It's certainly possible that my nostalgia for this game has influenced how I currently see it, but I think Secret Agent is a gem of a
game. The level design is fantastic and filled with optional challenges. The controls are solid and responsive. The graphics are
delightful. Recommended.. Me and a friend bought this to play together and we both been trying for almost an hour to type our
names in and click connect..... doesn't work with keyboard, xbox 360 controller or rift controllers, is there something we are
missing? Also launching with oculus VR doesn't work only steam VR "works". First negative review I've ever left, hoping for
help or requesting refund..... Do you explore Everything? Or does Everything explore you? Nietzsche to see you, to see you
Nietzsche.. May be it's nostalgia, but i was playing that kind of games 30 years ago but as a board game of course !
But this think is horrible ! Ok, playing dungeon as a warrior, but where is my sword ? Need to use st...id cards like a mage to
fight ? Almost die cause attack cards will broken, and just takes damage and do nothing... :( Chests and others give me almost
craps or stoopid potions that i can't store !!!! When you rotate screen, stats disappear ! Many bugs, killed a spider that never
disappeared... At least give us just basic damage, same for those poor merchant... Sure, spend lot of time too create this game,
but sure will be my last spend of time with this no game ! :(. a long time player of thiss game on xp so figured id give it a try on
win7 to may dismay i couldn't even run it
but there is hope for the windows 8.1 users this game runs good. Can't go wrong with good music. Definitely can't go wrong
with great music.
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